
When the commodity market took a dive in 2014/15, it 
presented Australia with a severe economic challenge with 
many expecting a recession. The Australian dollar fell along 
with commodity demands and a global interest rate race to 
the bottom.  

The solution for Australia was to wean the economy off 
commodities and further strengthen the other service and 
export sectors. However, doing that takes time and an interim 
solution to sustain the economy together is necessary while it 
transits. 

Given the already high level of international interest in 
Australia’s housing market, the heavy discount with the AUD 
and a booming population that housing starts could not keep 
up, the construction sector was the natural interim solution of 
choice that could be implemented rapidly. 

Foreign purchasers were hence welcomed with open arms. 
Cuffs were removed to encourage liberal sales and lending to 
international buyers while red carpets were rolled out to 
developers and funds to stimulate the housing sector. 

It obviously worked. The Australia economy stabilised. 
Unemployment was held at bay and house prices, instead of 
retracting, experienced a somewhat artificial developer-led 
boom. Australia GDP grew, continuing its 25 years record of 
being recession free. However, such a solution is not without 
consequences. 

Foreign capital is largely biased towards city and city-side 
locations, which quickly led to an oversupply and price 

inflation in these areas. Given its favourable international 
repute, Melbourne was the hotbed of such foreign capital 
driven activities. Brisbane too followed on a smaller scale. For 
Sydney however, due to almost a decade of construction 
drought where median house price only grew 21% in total, it 
was a long-awaited and much-needed downpour. Sydney 
median house prices grew more than 50% in the years 
2014-2017. Meanwhile, Perth lamented in the woes of the 
commodity downturn with the property market virtually 
coming to a standstill. 

The price escalation and fear of missing out eventually got to 
the Australians who were frenziedly buying up homes or 
complaining about housing affordability. Liberal lending 
practices led to market risks that raised concerns within the 
authorities. Localised oversupply in the city areas led to yields 
falling and rampant selling to foreigners led to prices that 
could not be met when valued for settlement. 

While all that is happening, Australia’s service and export 
sectors grew from strength to strength. In 2017, tourism grew 
6% hitting a record 8.9 million while visitors spending a total 
of $41.3 billion. The number of international students grew 
13% hitting another record, with over 700,000 students 
delivering close to $30 billion of economic value. Exports too 
are peaking at $373 billion, with the energy and resource 
sector leading the pack at $214 billion. Even wine export 
achieved a record of $2.56 billion, up 15% in value and 8% in 
volume. Reserved Bank Of Australia (RBA) made a bullish 
forecast of 3.25% GDP growth for the year of 2018. 
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It is understandably time to rein in the 
housing market and put the cuffs back 
on. Limiting the sale of residential 
projects to foreigners at 50% was 
reinstated. Then came the additional 
foreigner duties and taxes followed by 
toughening of lending standards for both 
property buyers as well as developers. 

These measures present foreign buyers 
with a myriad of challenges from 
valuation issues due to inflated prices to 
lack of loan options. Throw in capital 
control measures in China and you have 
quite a perfect storm in the making. 

Foreign buyers will likely shy away from 
the market given the challenges while 
local buyers will face less competition in 
both urgency and price as evidenced by 
the recent falling auction rates. 

Property investors are now faced with a 
dilemma. The Australia economy is now 
more diversified and stronger than ever. 
The country continues to drive towards a 
54 million population 
target, bringing in 
2 2 0 , 0 0 0 n e w a n d 
stringently-qualified 
migrants annually. That 
makes Australia nothing 
less than an ideal 
location for property 
investment. But the 
investment environment 
has never been more 
unfriendly. 

As an old Chinese 
saying goes - effective 
medications are usually 
bitter to the taste. While 
t h e s e t i g h t e n i n g 
measures might sound like bad news, it 
will result in a stronger and healthier 
housing market going forward as 
irrational exuberance gives way to market 
fundamentals. 

For speculative investors who bought at 
inflated prices; while you might have to 

cough up more money to settle, the 
good news is the continual prosperity of 
Australia is likely to make your investment 
worthwhile, albeit over a longer period. 
For those who bought units based on 
fundamentals, you will be all smiles in the 
coming years being well aligned with the 
Australian story for the next decade. 

But how about those who are looking to 
buy? Well, we deem 2018 to be a rare 
opportunity for savvy, brave and well-
capitalised investors to pick up Australian 
assets at a bargain given the current 
developer stress - an opportunity which 
will not last long.  

While Sydney is likely to cool, the current 
undersupply condition is still keeping the 
market tight and hence we are not likely 
to see a prolonged drought like the last 
cycle. Melbourne is currently dampened 
by a case of oversupply in the city/city-
side but we are not expecting that to last 
very long and the population growth will 
drive a cycle of yield expansion soon.  

Our favourite picks are Brisbane and 
Perth where significant infrastructure 
projects are underway and the current 
market conditions presents great bottom 
picking opportunities. Investors will do 
well to take heed. 

~Dan Toh

Ho Chi Minh City

Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), formerly 
known as Saigon, is the economic centre 
and the heart and soul of Vietnam’s 
commerce scene.  With a population of 
almost 8.5 million people. There are a 
total of 12 districts with District 1 being 
the Central Business District (CBD) where 
most of the commercial buildings 
including the Saigon Trade Centre are 
located. District 2 across the Saigon river 

is increasingly gaining in prominence as 
the new residential hotspot across the 
high-end Binh Thanh district. The master-
planned area of Thu Thiem in District 2 is 
touted as the next CBD and the Pudong 
of HCMC. District 7 is also another 
notable district seeing increasing 
importance as a residential suburb with a 
prominent community masterplan by Phu 
My Hung.

CEO’s  NOTE 

G’day everyone! 

After a long hiatus, we are 
most glad to be back online 
with this newsletter providing 
you monthly snapshots of 
markets, cities and investment 
nuggets that you will find 
i n v a l u a b l e f o r y o u r 
investment journey. 

For those who have been 
following us in our journey as 
a company, the last 12 
months had been nothing 
short of an whirlwind. 

We expanded into Malaysia, 
Hong Kong, China and got 
ourselves into some serious 
development projects in 
Brisbane as well as hotels in 
the UK. Our clients have been 
nothing but supportive of our 
exciting endeavours. We 
certainly look forward to 
achieving greater success for 
you. 

As for this newsletter, we are 
looking forward to expand it, 
featuring even more articles 
and reports from our team of 
analysts and consultants. The 
idea is to bring as much as we 
can to you to help you run 
your portfolio in the right 
direction. 

We are, as always, at your 
service. 

Yours truly, 

Dan Toh 
Founder/CEO
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Apartment market approaching a point of stabilsation, while detached housing performance remains 
steady
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Hamilton Residences 
MCDOWELL, BRISBANE 

A collection of 31 high quality townhouses 
in the upcoming inner Brisbane suburb of 
McDowell.

Curio 
UPPER MT GRAVATT, BRISBANE 

Generously sized high quality apartment by 
our favourite Brisbane developer in a high 
yield middle-ring suburb of Brisbane.

Heirloom 
FREMANTLE, PERTH 

Completed restoration of a warehouse into 
luxury apartments in Fremantle, Perth with 
walking distance to the waterfront. Price now 
reduced.

There is no better way to experience this city than to take a 
walk in District 1. The many streets are teeming with retail 
shops, cafes, restaurants and many Grade A office towers 
overlooking the Saigon river. High density residential 
skyscrapers are too becoming common sight. 

Inevitably, the growth over the last decade brought along 
infrastructural woes from transport to services. But on the 
overall HCMC is an exciting place to be. Of note to us is the 
low vacancy rate despite the incessant building - an unusual 
condition amongst emerging capital cities like Kuala Lumpur, 
Guangzhou and Manila. 

Having said that, the property prices in HCMC, while a fraction 
of many developed countries, is relatively high. In District 7 we 
examined a project targeted at locals commanding US$2,000  
psm. The same developer is also developing in the Thu Thiem 
precinct commanding about US$3,500 psm, almost similar to 
prices of apartments in Brisbane, Australia. 

But are there buyers? Jones Lang Lasalle’s research for Q3 
2017 shows that of the completed 110,000 and 86,000 
uncompleted supply for the year, only 10.6% are unsold. 
Given the amount of restrictions on foreign buyers it indicates 
that the local demand is strong. However, there are still some 
uncertainties with regards to how the locals are able to afford 
these assets in the absence of a mature banking system with 
affordable rates mortgage and financing. Yet, we were told 
that Stage 1 (more than 800 units) of the Thu Thiem project 

sold out in less than a month at above US$3,500 psm with 
more buyers on the waiting list for Stage 2 to be priced from 
US$4,300 psm. 

With the official average after-tax disposable income of 
residents in Ho Chi Minh City at less than US$500 per month, 
the situation is indeed baffling. However, speaking to our 
contacts on the ground, it is clear that the income levels of 
Vietnamese professionals are clearly underestimated with 
many having more than one income stream. Many of them run 
businesses on the side and much of the income there is not 
declared to be taxed. The inefficiencies in the tax system is a 
very common trait in emerging markets.  

Furthermore, there is a 30% restriction on foreign purchasers. 
If that is to be believed, then 70% of the buyers of these 
properties are local Vietnamese right? Unfortunately, that may 
not be the case. It is just a simple matter of ‘deal structuring’ 
where the buyer will sign a Lease Agreement with the 
developer instead of a Sales & Purchase Agreement. The 
buyer will then in time sell to a local Vietnamese who can then 
execute with the standard S&P on freehold.  
Such a lease with the developer (regardless of repute) is still 
an inferior security as compared to a proper title deed (pink 
book). Without a title deed, the foreign buyer will be unable to 
secure a mortgage. Caveat Emptor! 

~Colin Chu
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The View 
RIVIERA POINT, DISTRICT 7, HCMC 

A development by Keppel Land, The View is 
located in District 7 offering towering view 
of the CBD and the Ca Cam and Saigon 
rivers.

Waterfront III 
GREENWICH, LONDON 

Located on the River Thames (Greenwich), 
Waterfront at Royal Arsenal Riverside is part 
of a transport oriented regeneration plan.

SummerHouse 
BIRMINGHAM, UK 

An apartment development by 7 Capital in 
the famous jewellery quarters of the fast rising 
city of Birmingham.  

Computer Generated Image of Waterfront at Royal Arsenal Riverside, indicative only

A unique location within the  
Royal Borough of Greenwich, with  
far reaching river views over the city.
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Fallacies Of Buying Overseas
So here’s debunking some of the most common fallacies that 
marketing agents have been using to sell you their wares! 

BUYING FOR CHILDREN EDUCATION 

“Why throw money into the rental when you can own a 
property and profit from it when it grows in value? When your 
kid is done you can rent it out and make more income!” 

The truth is student accommodation or even residential 
properties near universities seldom grow in value. The reason 
is simple – professionals and families (easily 90% of any 
residential market) would not want to stay in an area 
dominated by students. 

So it’s down to either parents or savvy investors looking for 
yield. While the former are mostly foreigners who will likely 
buy new, the latter will squeeze your price to maximise returns.  

Once your kid enters professional life, he or she will also not 
likely want to stay in the same area for the same reasons. While 
rental can be high, so is wear and tear, thus requiring higher 
provisions for up-keeping. So there goes the rent as well. 

Most will do a lot better buying a property in a high growth 
suburb and pass on the rental collection to their kids to rent. 
They will be able to then rent anywhere they like near the 
universities while gaining life experiences in maintaining and 
managing a property. Upon your kids completing their 
education you can then choose to have them stay in the 
property, sell it with profits or continue renting it out! 

BUYING FOR INCOME / YIELD 

“Build a passive income with a property that comes with a 3 
years, 5% guaranteed rental and get over 15% back!” 

First a reality check. Nobody gives a rental guarantee without 
marking up their prices to cover the risks involved. So what 
you are doing is really giving the developer additional 15% 
and then let them give you back over 3 years.  

Next, some simple math. If you are taking a loan, you will be 
leveraging on the additional 15% and paying interest on it for 
the next 25-30 years. I will leave you to work out the exact 
numbers but I am guessing that you will be paying back at 
least twice if not thrice the amount.  

One last point, and probably the most important one. I have 
not met, and I suspect most of you wouldn’t have either, any 
successful property investors who got rich collecting rent. 

Property investment is always about capital growth especially 
in the early stages of wealth building. So if you are asking for 
rental guarantee without investigating why the asset would 
grow in value you are almost certain to lose money. Because 
to support the yield, developer will have to price it above 
market, leaving very little upside for you.  

So think about it, will you prefer to buy a $500k property and 
collect 5% p.a. rental yield on it for the next 2 years with the 
property growing to $550k? Or a $550k property simply to 
have the $50k returned to you through a 5% p.a. guarantee 
over the next 2 years, only to have it valued at purchase price?  

BUYING IN CITY CENTRES 

“City centre apartments are the best buys for growth and yield, 
and their values are most resilient during market downturns.” 

The reason why most marketing agencies would prefer to sell 
city or city-side apartments is because that’s probably the 
locations that you know and that makes their job a lot easier. 
The truth is such properties are often not the fastest growing 
nor the ones to hold their values best in a downturn. In fact, 
they are often just the opposite. 

Properties in the cities and city-side locations are often 
dominated by overseas buyers, thus exposing their prices to 
risks other than the local demand and supply conditions. This 
includes forex risks, interest rate risks, capital outflow risks, 
policies and regulatory risks such as manpower regulations or 
foreigner taxes. These risks often translate to holding power 
issues and thus price fluctuations. 

So unless investors are in for a short ride to quickly flip the 
market, most will be better off buying in locations where 
property prices are well supported by local demand and 
income. Such properties will tend to provide stable and 
consistent growth – something which is essential when 
investing away from home. 

~Damien Teo

RUNNING|STREAM is all about taking a very sensible, 
methodological and research-based approach to building and 
managing portfolio of assets in cities where we find social, 
economic and political stability. We believe in providing our 
clients with timely, in-depth information and advisory services 
to help our clients make the most informed decisions, as well 
as provide an end to end investment experience. 

RS|INSIDER is our monthly publication to help our clients stay 
informed about property markets around the world. It is an 
effort to inform, educate and share with our clients the latest in 
the market and keep them up to date about us as well. We 
welcome you to pass a copy of this to anyone who is 
interested. Feel free to contact us if you have any feedback.
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